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Morphological changes that may arise through a treatment course are probably

one of the most significant sources of range uncertainty in proton therapy. Non-

invasive in-vivo treatment monitoring is useful to increase treatment quality. The

INSIDE in-beam Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanner performs in-vivo

range monitoring in proton and carbon therapy treatments at the National Center

of Oncological Hadrontherapy (CNAO). It is currently in a clinical trial (ID:
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NCT03662373) and has acquired in-beam PET data during the treatment of

various patients. In this work we analyze the in-beam PET (IB-PET) data of eight

patients treated with proton therapy at CNAO. The goal of the analysis is twofold.

First, we assess the level of experimental fluctuations in inter-fractional range

differences (sensitivity) of the INSIDE PET system by studying patients without

morphological changes. Second, we use the obtained results to see whether we

can observe anomalously large range variations in patients where morphological

changes have occurred. The sensitivity of the INSIDE IB-PET scanner was

quantified as the standard deviation of the range difference distributions

observed for six patients that did not show morphological changes. Inter-

fractional range variations with respect to a reference distribution were

estimated using the Most-Likely-Shift (MLS) method. To establish the efficacy of

this method, we made a comparison with the Beam’s Eye View (BEV) method. For

patients showing no morphological changes in the control CT the average range

variation standard deviation was found to be 2.5 mm with the MLS method and

2.3 mm with the BEV method. On the other hand, for patients where some small

anatomical changes occurred, we found larger standard deviation values. In these

patients we evaluated where anomalous range differences were found and

compared them with the CT. We found that the identified regions were mostly

in agreement with the morphological changes seen in the CT scan.
KEYWORDS

proton therapy, in-beam PET imaging, in-vivo treatment verification, morphological
changes, inter-fractional range differences, clinical trial
1 Introduction

Proton therapy is a type of radiation therapy that uses protons to

treat cancer. The advantage of proton therapy with respect to

conventional radiotherapy (X-rays and electrons) is related to the

characteristic depthdoseprofile of chargedparticles (Braggpeak) (1).

The accuracy of proton therapy strongly depends on the

determination of the Bragg peak position. Uncertainties in the

knowledge of the proton range can affect the dose distribution.

These uncertainties include anatomical changes (physiological or

morphological, organmotion, tumour regression, weight loss arising

during the course of treatment), patient setup uncertainties, and

range errors from uncertainties in CT Hounsfield units (HU),

conversion of HU into particle stopping power, and reconstruction

artifacts (2–6). In patients where anatomical changes are expected to

occur, generally a control CT is acquired at some point during the

treatment course (4–9). The scheduling of the control CT is variable

andbasedon theclinical experienceof the radiationoncologist.Based

on the CT outcome, the radiation oncologist may decide for

treatment replanning.

In-vivo range monitoring is desirable in order to support the

radiation oncologist in the decision on when to perform a

control CT (7, 10). One of the most consolidated monitoring

techniques is Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (10–13).
02
Nuclear interactions of the therapeutical beam with the tissue

result in the production of b+ -isotopes, which decay emitting a

positron, that annihilates into a 511 keV photon pair. The

detection of these photon pairs by means of a PET system

yields an activity image, that is indirectly correlated with the

dose. Of all PET data acquisition modalities, in-beam (IB) data

acquisition is generally considered the most attractive, providing

real-time information about the treatment (10, 14, 15).

INSIDE (16) (INnovative Solution for In-beam Dosimetry in

hadronthErapy) is abimodal imaging system installedat theNational

Center of Oncological Hadrontherapy (CNAO), in Pavia, Italy (17).

It consists of aparticle tracker calledDoseProfiler (18) andan IB-PET

scanner (16). This bimodal architecture allows for the detection of

annihilation photonswith a PETdetector, as well as for the detection

of charged particles, also produced as a result of nuclear interactions.

Since 2019 INSIDE is under clinical trial. During this trial

(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT03662373), we acquired IB-PET data

for eight patients that received proton therapy treatments,

fractionated in 6 weeks (about 30 sessions) along the entire course

of their treatment. The first phase of the trial was completed in

March 2020.

The goal of this study is twofold. First, we wish to investigate the

level of experimental fluctuations in inter-fractional range

differences observed in the INSIDE system, which drives the
frontiersin.org
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sensitivity to detect range differences. Such fluctuations can be due

to the limited statistics of the acquired PET images, differences in

irradiation and data acquisition conditions, PET cart setup errors,

fluctuations due to random patient setup errors, and so on. This will

be done by studying inter-fractional range shifts for patients that

had no morphological changes, using the Most-Likely-Shift (MLS)

from Frey et al. (19), where it was applied to offline PET data. To

establish the efficacy of the MLS method for IB-PET images, we

made a comparison with the Beam’s Eye View method (20).

Second, we will compare the results with patients that did show

morphological changes, and we will investigate whether it is

possible to identify the regions affected by the changes with the

MLS method. It must be noted that this is the first study that

includes all the available data of the patients treated with proton

therapy and monitored with INSIDE. It is also the first time that the

MLS method will be applied to IB-PET data.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 The INSIDE in-beam PET scanner

The design, construction and initial clinical tests of the INSIDE

IB-PET system are described in detail in previous works (16, 21–

24), and only the most relevant information is given here. The

system consists of two planar heads placed at 30 cm from the

isocenter, for a total distance between them of 60 cm. Each head has

an active area of 10 × 25 cm2 and consists of 2 × 5 modules

produced by Hamamatsu Photonics (25). Each module is a square

matrix of 16 × 16 scintillating crystals of lutetium fine silicate (LFS)

(26), each with dimension 3 × 3 × 20 mm3. Thus the total number

of channels in one PET head is 2560. LFS is a commercial name of

the set of Ce-doped silicate scintillation crystals (26, 27). The density

(7.35 g/cm3) and light yield (80% with respect to NaI:Tl) are

comparable to lutetium oxyorthosilicate and LYSO but with

improved time performance: it has a ~36-ns decay constant.

These crystals are optically coupled one-to-one to silicon

photomultipliers (SiPMs). Their temperature was maintained at

18°C with the help of an integrated cooling system.

The 2 × 2560 PET detector channels are read by front-end

electronics (FE), based on 64 TOFPET ASICs channels (28),

which gives the time stamp of the event encoded through a time-

to-digital converter with a resolution of 50 ps. The energy

information was obtained with the time over threshold (TOT)

method. The signals from the FE ASICs are processed locally by

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) boards. The channel

dead time is imposed by the FE and is below 300 ns for a 511 keV

event (28). The energy resolution for 511 keV photons

was ~13%, as measured with a b+ source of 22Na. The

measured coincidence time resolution (sigma) was 450 ps. The

acquisition is performed all along the treatment during both
Frontiers in Oncology 03
irradiation (spill) and beam pauses (inter-spill). However, in this

analysis we have only used the data acquired during the inter-

spill beam pauses, as well as data acquired a short time after the

delivery of the field (see Section Pre-processing).

The 3D image reconstruction is performed on-the-fly with

an iterative multicore Maximum Likelihood Expectation

Maximization (MLEM) (29) algorithm, and its results are

provided online during the treatment. Advanced analysis of

the PET images is done offline (see Section Analysis). The

reconstructed image FOV is 224 × 112 × 264 mm3, with a

voxel size of 1.6 × 1.6 × 1.6 mm3. The IB-PET reference system is

reported in Figure 1A, where the z axis is parallel to the beam

direction. Figure 1B shows a PET image in the three main

projections. Due to the partial angular coverage of the PET

system, the images suffer from artefacts in the direction

perpendicular to the planes (30), as well as from limited

statistics [see also (31)].
2.2 Dose delivery at CNAO

At CNAO protons are delivered with a modulated pencil

beam scanning technique in a fixed beam-line, while the patient

couch can rotate. The Dose Delivery System (DDS) (32) guides

and monitors the proton beams accelerated by the synchrotron,

and distributes the dose with a full 3D scanning technique. The

dose results from the superposition of a large number of beams

conveyed to the tumour volume. The irradiated volume is

divided into several energy layers (slices), each of which is

irradiated by various overlapping iso-energetic beams (spots)

arranged in a grid of 3 mm pitch. A typical proton therapy

treatment has 20 to 30 fractions. Each treatment fraction is

delivered through two or more fields, each consisting of many

thousands of spots to cover the target. For more details about the

beam specifications, scanning technique and the CNAO particle

accelerator we refer to previously published works (17, 32).

The DDS provides a log-file in which the information about

the actually delivered particles is stored, including the number of

delivered primaries, energy and the lateral position of the spot.

The information from this log-file was converted into a binary

mask in the same reference frame and with the same voxel size as

the PET images (see Figures 1A, B), in which the non-zero values

define a volume-of-interest, where PET activity can be present.

This volume-of-interest will be referred to as the expected

activity mask. The dose delivery time for the patients was

typically a few minutes. The temporal structure of the beam

extraction was 1 s of spill, during which the protons are

delivered, and 2 s of pause between spills (inter-spill periods).

The INSIDE PET system is mounted on a cart that is positioned

before data acquisition. The position accuracy is about 1 mm,

thanks to a dedicated cart positioning system. The presence of
frontiersin.o
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the cart has limited the number of patients that could be enrolled

in the trial: it was only possible to monitor patients with beam

angles without mechanical incompatibilities of the INSIDE setup

with the patient couch movements.
2.3 Patient dataset

We analyzed the IB-PET data of the patients treated with

protons. A patient treated with protons at the CNAO typically

receives a total dose of 60 Gy divided into fractions of 2 Gy each.

Table 1 reports the patients analyzed, with the patient ID,

the pathology, the number of fields Nfields, the number of

treatment fractions delivered Nfrac, the number of treatment

fractions with PET data that could be included in the analysis,

NPET, the control CT outcome, as evaluated by the radiation
Frontiers in Oncology 04
oncologist, and the monitored treatment angle. The control

CT is acquired approximately during the third week from the

start of treatment. Two of the monitored patients (006P and

007P) showed morphological changes, nevertheless, they

were not replanned because the treatment plan quality was

still deemed acceptable. In this work we used the PET data for

each patient in Table 1, that were acquired during the first

field delivered. In this way contamination of the activity from

the other fields was avoided. The choice of the field was made

by clinical personnel.

Figure 2 reports the planning CT scan (upper row) and the

control CT (lower row) of patient 006P. Figure 3 reports the same

for patient 007P. In this case there are two anatomical

modifications: a mild emptying in the GTV for a possible tumor

response and also some inflammation reaction (mucositis) in the

CTV within the nasal cavity.
TABLE 1 Patients treated with protons analyzed in this work, with patient ID, pathology, number of fields, number of fractions delivered, number
of fractions monitored, the control CT outcome, as evaluated by the radiation oncologist, and the monitored treatment angle.

Patient Pathology Nfields Nfrac NPET Control CT Monitored
ID outcome angle [°IEC]

002P Meningioma 2 30 12 unchanged 240

003P Meningioma 2 27 9 unchanged 235

004P Meningioma 2 31 8 unchanged 245

005P Chordoma 2 27 10 unchanged 5

006P Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma 2 35 10 changed 175

007P Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma 3 33 5 changed 270

008P Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma 3 33 11 unchanged 0

009P Chondrosarcoma 3 27 10 unchanged 0
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 1

Reference frames. (A) Sketch of the INSIDE setup and reference frame. (B) Example of the three orthogonal projections of a reconstructed PET
image for patient 002P (see 2.3). (C) The same reconstructed PET image in the CT reference frame. In (B, C) the beam axis is indicated with the
red arrow. (D) The color-scale of the PET images
frontiersin.org
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2.4 Pre-processing

In this work we used the IB-PET data acquired over the

time-interval from the start of irradiation until 10 seconds after

the end of the irradiation, whereby during irradiation only the

inter-spill data were used. Although at the CNAO synchrotron

the exact number of spills used for a given treatment is quite

stable, small variations are possible from day-to-day, depending

on the accelerator conditions. Therefore the reconstructed

activity can depend on the beam conditions. For the same

total dose delivered, the induced activity can change somewhat

if the dose delivery time is different. An example of this is shown

in Figure 4, where two reconstructed PET images acquired in

two different days are displayed. Here the total delivered dose

was the same, but the dose delivery and acquisition times were

different. These differences cannot be simply corrected by

normalizing, because the PET signal is time dependent.

Therefore we used only those fractions with similar temporal

profiles in the analysis. The number of such fractions is given in

the fifth column of Table 1.
Frontiers in Oncology 05
To reduce salt-and-pepper noise in the images we applied a 5

mm radius median filter. According to the couch angle, the PET

images could be rotated into the CT imaging coordinate system

expressed in International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)

standard. Figure 1C gives an example of a rotated image.
2.5 Analysis

The analysis was divided into two parts. First, we wished to

investigate the level of experimental fluctuations in inter-fractional

range differences observed by the INSIDE system, referred to as

sensitivity. This was done by studying inter-fractional range shifts

for patients that had no morphological changes (see Table 1).

Second, we compared these results with patients that did show

morphological changes. For the latter patients, we also verified

whether the region of the observed range differences is correlated to

the presence of real morphological changes in the CT scan.

The strategy that we followed for the analysis is based on an

interfractional comparison between a reference PET image and
FIGURE 2

Planning CT (upper row) and control CT (lower row) for patient 006P. (A) Axial, (B) sagittal and (C) coronal views for the planning CT, and
(D) Axial, (E) sagittal and (F) coronal views for the control CT. The morphological change is highlighted with a red arrow. Also, the CTV (Clinical
Target Volume) area is highlighted with a green line.
frontiersin.org
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an image acquired during a subsequent fraction j. In order to

mitigate statistical fluctuations, the reference image was

calculated as the average of the first two monitored fractions.
2.5.1 Most-Likely-Shift method
To compare the PET images of the subsequently monitored

fractions with the reference image, we used the Most-Likely-

Shift method, originally proposed by Frey et al. for off-line PET

monitoring images (19) and recently applied also in (33). This is

the first time that the MLS method was applied to IB-PET

images. Given that such images suffer from artifacts due to the

partial angular coverage and limited (see Figure 1), it is not a-

priori obvious whether the MLS method works.

In summary, given a PET image of a monitored fraction j, for

each pair of coordinates (x,y) in the transverse plane (in the INSIDE

reference system), we compared the 1-D activity profile along the

beam direction z in their distal fall-off with the corresponding

reference profile.The MLS method considers profiles belonging to

two different treatment fractions for the same pair of coordinates in

the transverse plane (x,y) and calculates the most probable shift
Frontiers in Oncology 06
necessary to align these two profiles, normalised at their maximum,

along the beam direction. We included only those (x,y) pairs into

the analysis that were part of the expected activity mask. Moreover,

to exclude profiles with low activity from the analysis, we included

here only those profiles with an integrated activity of at least 30% of

the profile with highest integrated activity. The reader is referred to

the original paper by Frey et al. (19) for a detailed description of the

MLS method.

We applied the method exactly as described in Frey et al., with

three exceptions. First, the value for zmin(x,y) (the z-value of that

activity profile where to start the analysis) was set at 15% of the

maximum of the normalized reference profile at coordinates x,y.

Second, zmax(x,y), i.e., the z-value where to end the analysis, was set

at 2% of the maximum of the normalized reference profile. These

modifications were done in order to focus more on the distal fall-off

part of the profiles. Third, the shift value d was limited between -16

and 16 mm, with steps of 1 mm. An algorithm was implemented

that provided for each x,y pair the optimal shift distance dMLS. The

calculation of the range difference dRMLS is done by minimizing the

absolute profile differences in the distal part (zMLS ≤ z ≤ zmax) of two

activity depth profiles, shifted against each other, as follows (19, 34):
FIGURE 3

Planning CT (upper row) and control CT (lower row) for patient 007P. (A) Axial, (B) sagittal and (C) coronal views for the planning CT, and
(D) Axial, (E) sagittal and (F) coronal views for the control CT. The morphological change is highlighted with a red arrows and the CTV (Clinical
Target Volume) area is highlighted with a green line.
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dRMLS = arg min
dMLS

o
zmax

zMLS

Aref zð Þ − Aj z − dMLSð Þ�� �� !
(1)

with Aref and Aj corresponding to the reference activity profile

and that of the fraction to be compared, respectively.

Then, a distribution of all the dRMLS(x,y)values was created

for each fraction j. These distributions were fitted with an

asymmetric skew-normal distribution and its mean, mMLS , and

standard deviation, sMLS , were evaluated for all monitored

fractions j of a given patient. For each patient, we then evaluated:
Fron
• the average of mMLS over all the fractions. This average is

denoted by DMLS, giving an indication of the size of

typical inter-fractional range shifts between the

reference image and the subsequent fractions for this

patient;

• the average of sMLS over all the fractions, indicated by

∑MLS, giving an indication of the fluctuations in such

shifts for a given patient.
Then, to investigate the level of fluctuations in our PET data in

absence of any morphological changes, we extracted for the six

patients without any morphological changes the average of ∑MLS

over these six patients, yielding〈sMLS〉. Such inter-fractional

range fluctuations are accidental and can be due to the low

statistics of the images, patient setup-errors, INSIDE cart setup

errors, small differences in irradiation conditions, and so on.

Then, for each patient and each analyzed fraction, a three-

dimensional outliers mapOMLS(x,y,z) of anomalously large shifts

was created in order to visualise the largest range difference
tiers in Oncology 07
obtained. The map OMLS(x,y,z) was filled for each voxel with

coordinate x,y,z, which had z ≤ zmin as:

OMLS x, y, zð Þ = dRMLS x, yð Þ, if dRMLS x, yð Þ ≤ −2 · 〈sMLS 〉

or if dRMLS x, yð Þ ≥ +2 · 〈sMLS 〉

OMLS x, y, zð Þ = 0 otherwise

8>><
>>:

(2)

For z > zmin (close to the end of range), OMLS(x,y,z) = 0.

Thus, the outliers maps are represented as 3-dimensional

distributions, but each point along the z-axis was filled by

copying dRMLS(x,y) from z=0 up to z = zmin. These maps

graphically identify the position of the distal fall-off part of the

activity distribution, and they highlight the entire region along a

pencil beam path that is possibly affected by a range shift with

respect to the reference. These maps were re-oriented on the

patient’s CT refersence frame, in order to verify if the real

morphological change seen in the CT was identified.

The implementation was validated as in (19), i.e., by creating

artificially shifted PET distributions and verifying that the MLS

analysis correctly identified the introduced shift.

2.5.2 Comparison with Beam’s Eye
View method

To confirm the validity of the Most-Likely-Shift method for

our PET images, we compared the result with another existing

range verification method that performs interfractional

comparisons based on 1-D activity profiles: the Beam Eye

View method. Details can be found elsewhere (20, 22, 35).

This method is based on a multi-threshold approach to extract
FIGURE 4

Coronal views of the planning CT of patient 004P: reconstructed PET images corresponding to the monitored fractions 1 and 3. The left and
right image had different dose delivery and acquisition times, resulting in different activities. Fraction 3 had to be excluded because of the larger
activity compared to the other fractions.
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iso-activity surfaces. Thresholds from 2% up to 8% on the

maximum of the entire PET image at 0.5% steps were

considered. Briefly summarizing, similar to the MLS method,

for each pair of coordinates x,y in the transverse plane (in the

INSIDE reference system), the profile belonging to treatment

fraction j was compared with the profile of the reference image

Aref. For a given threshold t, the shift between these two profiles,

dRBEV,t(x,y), was defined to be the difference between the

maximum depth value reached at threshold for the reference

profile, Rref
t (x, y) and that for a monitored fraction, Rj

t(x, y). To

obtain the final value of the range difference between the profiles

at a given x,y point, dRBEV(x,y), the average was taken over the

thresholds. In other words:

dRBEV x, yð Þ = 1
No

N

t=1
dRBEV,t x, yð Þ = 1

No
N

t=1
Rref
t x, yð Þ − Rj

t x, yð Þ
� �

(3)

where N is the total number of thresholds considered, which was

13 in our case.

The remaining procedure is exactly as done for the MLS

method. For each patient a distribution, containing all the dRBEV
(x,y) value, was created for each fraction j. These were fitted with

an asymmetric skew-normal distribution, yielding the mean

mBEV and standard deviation sBEV , for each monitored

fraction j. For each patient we then extracted:
Fron
• the average of mBEV over all the fractions, denoted by

DBEV.

• the average of sBEV over all the fractions, indicated by

∑BEV.
We extracted for the six patients without any morphological

changes the average of ∑BEV, yielding <sBEV> .
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For each patient and each analyzed fraction, a three-

dimensional outliers map OBEV (x, y, z) was created, whose

interpretation is the same as for the MLS maps. For each voxel

(x,y,z), the map was filled when z ≤ Rj
t(x, y), with t=8%, as:

OBEV x, y, zð Þ = dRBEV x, yð Þ if  dRBEV x, yð Þ ≤ −2 · <sBEV> or if 

dRBEV x, yð Þ ≥ +2 · <sBEV>

OBEV x, y, zð Þ = 0 otherwise

8>><
>>:

(4)

For z > Rj
t(x, y), with t=8%, we put OBEV(x,y,z) = 0. Then the

OBEV(x,y,z) maps were superimposed to the CT images, so that they

could be compared with the OMLS(x,y,z) maps as well as with

the CT.

The BEV implementation was validated by creating artificially

shifted distributions, and verifying that the analysis correctly

identified the shift.
3 Results

In Figure 5A we show an example of a distribution of range

differences dRMLS with , respect to the reference for a few of the

available fractions in a patient that does not change (005P). Each

histogram entry represents a value of dR(x,y). The same is given

for the BEV method in Figure 5B.

Figure 6A gives the interfractional standard deviation sMLS for

each patient with MLS method as a function of the fraction

compared with the reference. Squares and triangles stand for the

standard deviation obtained for the set of unchanged and changed

patients, respectively. For the patients that do not change (squares),

we observe that the values for sMLS are somewhat lower than 3mm,

the spatial resolution of the INSIDE PET scanner (16). Moreover,

we see for these patients that the standard deviation is roughly
BA

FIGURE 5

Examples of the distributions of inter-fractional range differences dR(x,y) of various fractions with respect to the reference (M) in patient 005P
for the MLS method (A) and the BEV method (B). The dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval tailored for, the MLS (5.0 mm) and the
BEV method (4.6 mm) as 2<s>.
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constant during the course of the treatment. For patients subject to

morphological changes (triangles), the standard deviation values

mostly exceed 3mm. In particular for patient 007P, we see that after

the 14th fractions sMLS is larger than 5 mm.

Figure 6B is the same as Figure 6A, but now for the BEV

method. We see that the results are in agreement with Figure 6A:

the unchanged patients (squares) had generally a lower standard

deviation than the changed patients (triangles), the values are

mostly below 3 mm, and the values for the patients that changed

are larger.

Table 2 summarizes the results for each patient obtained by the

MLS method in terms of average range activity difference observed

over all the fractions with respect to the reference. In the first,

second and third column, we report the patient ID, DMLS and ∑MLS,

respectively. The reported error for DMLS and ∑MLS is the standard
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deviation calculated over the various fractions, considering all

fractions as independent measurements. The average over the

fractions for all the patients that did not present anatomy

changes, <sMLS> (see Section Most-Likely-Shift method), was

calculated to be 2.5 mm. For the two patients that changed, the

values for ∑MLS were found to be larger.

The corresponding values for the BEV method, DBEV and ∑BEV,
are given in the fourth and fifth column of Table 2, respectively. The

average over the fractions for all the patients that did not present

anatomychanges, <sBEV> (see Section Comparison with Beam’s Eye

View method), was calculated to be 2.3 mm. Again, for the two

patients that changed, the values for ∑BEV were found to be larger

than those for patients that did not change.

To establish whether the group of changed patients was

statistically different from the group of unchanged patients, we
B

A

FIGURE 6

Inter-fractional standard deviation of the range difference distribution as obtained with the (A) MLS and (B) BEV method for each patient (y-axis)
as a function of the number of the fraction compared with the reference (x-axis). The triangles stand for those patients where morphological
changes where identified in the control CT, while the squares represent the patients that did not show changes.
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performed the Student’s t-test over the values of D and ∑. While the

D values were not statistically different (for the MLS method t =

0.27, p = 0.79, and for the BEVmethod t = 0.67, p = 0.53), for the ∑

values we found a significant difference (for the MLS method t =

-3.90, p = 0.008, and for the BEV method t = -4.19, p = 0.006).

Figure 7A displays the outliers OMLS(x,y,z) maps obtained for

patient 006P by the MLS method. This is a patient which was

subject to small morphological changes, as observed by the

radiation oncologist and demonstrated in Figure 2. The colored

area represents the pencil beam paths that had anomalous range

differences with respect to the reference, see Eq. 2. The red color

indicates a positive range difference with respect to the initial

situation (overshoot). We see that the red color becomes darker

as the number of the treatment fractions increases, strongly

indicating a range overshoot that increases along the treatment

course. In the penultimate fraction (fraction 33) of the treatment

course, we observe range differences as large as 16 mm, i.e., a

substantial range overshoot. The cause of the range overshoot

becomes clear when looking at Figure 2. Comparing

Figures 2A–C (planning CT) with Figures 2D–F (control CT), a

cavity is seen that is emptied in the control CT. The fact that the

regions highlighted in Figure 7A cover those of the anatomical

change in the control CT is a strong indication that our PET images

are sensitive to such changes. We therefore believe that the MLS

method can be successfully applied to IB-PET images to detect

morphological changes like cavity emptying.

Figure 7B shows the outliers maps OBEV(x,y,z) obtained for

patient 006P by the BEV method. The colored areas are seen to

be similar to those of Figure 7A. Thus, the MLS and BEVmethod

are roughly in agreement.

In Figure 8A we display the outliers maps OMLS(x,y,z) for

patient 007P by the MLS method. In this case, the map shows

both range overshoots with respect to the reference (identified by

the red color) and undershoots (identified by the blue color). By

comparing Figure 3 with Figure 8A, we see that the region where

the cavity has emptied is only weakly highlighted (orange). The

blue zones that are identified may correspond to inflammation

effects (see discussion).
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Finally, in Figure 8B we demonstrate the outliers maps OBEV(x,

y,z) , obtained for patient 007P by the BEVmethod. Also in this case

the zones that are highlighted are those affected by beam overshoots

(identified by the red color) and undershoots (identified by the blue

color) with respect to the reference. They are similar to the regions

that were identified with the MLS method, but the colored regions

are somewhat larger (see discussion).
4 Discussion

In this work we analyzed for the first time all of the available

IB-PET patient data for proton therapy treatments monitored

during the INSIDE clinical trial. To evaluate the experimental

level of inter-fractional fluctuations in IB-PET images in absence

of anatomical changes (sensitivity), we studied six patients that

did not show morphological changes. Using the MLS method we

found for these patients an overall standard deviation <sMLS> in

activity range difference of 2.5 mm. This is smaller than 3 mm,

which is the spatial resolution of the INSIDE PET scanner (16).

Regarding the observed differences between changed and

unchanged patients, we saw that the average standard deviations

∑MLS were larger for changed patients than those for unchanged

patients. Moreover, the outliers maps in Figures 7A, 8A include

approximately the regions that were also seen to change in the

control CT. In patient 007P, the situation is complicated because

the beam goes through highly heterogeneous tissue. Still, the

results are encouraging, given the small size of the anatomical

changes (order of a few ml).

We evaluated to what extend the values in Table 2 for the MLS

analysis were affected by the choice of the parameters chosen (see

Section Most-Likely-Shift method). Varying the threshold value for

inclusion of the profiles from 30% (default) to 20% and 35%, the

results did not change significantly. Also, varying the zmin (default

15%) between 10% and 20%, no significant range differences were

observed. Regarding zmax (default 2%), this value should be as small

as possible in order to include as much activity in the fall-off region
TABLE 2 For each patient, the average inter-fractional range difference DMLS and average standard deviation ∑MLS obtained with the MLS method,
together with the corresponding values DBEV and ∑MLS for the BEV method.

Patient DMLS [mm] ∑MLS [mm] DBEV [mm] ∑BEV [mm]

002P 0.2±1.0 2.3±0.3 0.3±0.9 1.9±0.3

003P 1.2±0.7 2.4±0.3 0.1±1.0 2.4±0.3

004P -1.0±0.7 2.9±0.3 -0.6±0.9 2.7±0.5

005P 1.0±1.1 2.0±0.4 0.3±1.4 1.8±0.4

008P 2.0±0.8 2.6±0.5 1.5±0.6 2.6±0.5

009P -0.6±0.9 3.0±0.2 -0.1±0.8 2.4±0.2

006P 1.2±0.6 3.7±0.5 1.6±1.1 3.4±0.4

007P -0.8±1.1 5.8±0.4 -2.6±1.8 4.8±0.3
f
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as possible. However the noise level was found to be 2% so using

lower values resulted in inconsistent results. Thus, the results were

sufficiently robust.

Comparing the MLS and BEV methods, we saw that the MLS

method gave results that were similar to those obtained with the

BEV method for all patients. Thus, the methods are mostly in

agreement with each other. An example where the methods gave

slightly different results was in patient 007P (see Figures 8A, B),

where the identified zones were partly different. The advantage of

theMLSmethod with respect to the BEVmethod is that it evaluates

point by point the most suitable shift to align two profiles, and does

not only look at the most distal values like the BEV method.

We also verified that our results for the BEV method were in

agreement with those published previously for three of the eight
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patients (20). Small differences could be attributed to differences

in the fit procedure and in the choice of the reference PET image,

which was in the case of (20) defined to be the first acquired PET

fraction, while we took the mean of the first two acquired images

as reference.

Several aspects in the analysis deserve more discussion. First,

the number of analyzed patients and the number of fractions that

could be included in the analysis was small (Table 1). The

differences between changed and unchanged patients could in

principle have been caused by other factors, including the small

statistics of the PET images, differences in patient setup, tumor

type, tumor size, depth of the irradiated region, irradiation, etc.

The influence of these sources of uncertainty should be

investigated in more detail by monitoring more patients. At
B

A

FIGURE 7

Coronal views of the control CT of patient 006P, with the (A) MLS outliers map OMLS(x,y,z) and the (B) BEV outliers map OBEV(x,y,z)
superimposed, obtained by comparing fraction 17, fraction 25, and fraction 33 with the reference. The colored areas are the pencil beam paths
that lead to anomalous range differences with respect to the reference, with red indicating a range overshoot with respect to the initial
situation. The overshoot is especially pronounced in fraction 25 and 33. The colormaps were obtained as described in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 for the
MLS and the BEV method, respectively.
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the same time, the outliers maps agreed approximately with the

zones that were seen to change in the control CT. Thus, we

believe that the INSIDE IB-PET images can give indications

about inter-fractional range differences. The MLS and BEV

methods can both be applied for this purpose. This was
Frontiers in Oncology 12
especially visible in Figures 7, 8, where the colors indicating

beam overshoots and undershoots become more intense as the

number of treatment fractions increased. However, the effect is

small and more patient data are needed to confirm whether such

trends through the course of treatment are observable.
B

A

FIGURE 8

Coronal views of the control CT of patient 007P, with superimposed the (A) MLS outliers map OMLS(x,y,z) and (B) BEV outliers map OBEV(x,y,z) ,
obtained by comparing fraction 14, fraction 17, and fraction 24 with the reference. The colored areas are the pencil beam paths that lead to
anomalous range differences with respect to the reference, with red and blue indicating a range overshoot and undershoot with respect to the
initial situation, respectively. Most clear are the beam undershoots (the blue areas). The colormaps were obtained as described in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2
for the MLS and the BEV method, respectively.
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Second, it must be noted that we monitored only one of the

fields, i.e., the first field delivered. In some cases we hadNfields = 3

(see Table 1), resulting in a very limited overall statistics of the

PET signal. This can possibly be improved by assuring that the

field delivered first is the one with largest activity, or by

combining fields (36).

Finally, the size of the morphological changes of patient 6 and

7 was small (order of a few ml). In fact, these changes were

considered small enough to not require replanning, since the

recalculation of the treatment plan on such modified anatomy did

not show any clinically significant modification of the DVHs both

for target and OARs. Increasing the number of patients with

larger expected changes is foreseen for the second phase of the

INSIDE clinical trial. This can better confirm the validity of the

INSIDE in-beam PET system in detectingmorphological changes.

Despite the small number of patients and fractions that

could be included in this study, the above results are

encouraging. For future in-beam PET data acquisitions, we

suggest to only compare PET images which are acquired

under approximately the same irradiation conditions, to

monitor the first field delivered to avoid contamination from

other fields, and to monitor as many fractions as possible.
5 Conclusion

In this work we performed an inter-fractional range difference

analysis including all the available patient data for proton

treatments acquired during the INSIDE clinical trial: six patients

not subject to morphological change, and two patients subject to

morphological change. We applied the Most-Likely-Shift (MLS)

method for detecting inter-fractional range differences, which, to

the best of our knowledge, was the first time it was applied for IB-

PET images. It was compared with the Beam Eye View (BEV),

that was previously applied to a subset of the patients included in

the clinical trial.

When putting together all fractions and all patients that did not

have morphological changes, the standard deviation of the range

variations in activity profiles, <sMLS>, was found to be 2.5 mm with

the MLS method. The corresponding value for the BEV method

was <sBEV> =2.3 mm. On the other hand, for patients where

anatomical changes occurred, we found larger standard

deviation values.

For the patients with anatomical changes we created outliers

maps to indicate anomalous range variations. These were

superimposed on the control CT, and the regions affected by an

anomalous range difference approximately covered those with real

anatomical variations observed in the control CT. The results are

encouraging and suggest that the MLSmethod can possibly be used

as a support tool by clinical personnel to detect anomalous

situations during the treatment course and to guarantee the

effectiveness of the treatment plan.
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